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2. Summary
"WOMEN, a Conversation" is Romanian-German short documentary portraying issues women in
one of the poorest, respectively one of the richest countries in Europe share or are divided by.
The film feature six stories: a women's center in Berlin, a German Berlin MP of Turkish origins,
a Roma giving birth to her first child at 17 and starting an NGO in her community after getting
through college, a Romanian corporate employee turned artist an d LGBT-activist, a Romanian
whose life is no longer dictated by her image issues, but by her will to improve children’s lives,
and a German 68 yo who won’t stand becoming invisible post-retirement.
http://goo.gl/QB5Xoy

3.

Dissemination of the Output
There was a small communication campaign surrounding the premiere of the film, including a
trailer + sending out press releases. The short documentary premiered to a small crowd of
human rights’ activists, film journalists and general public on the 18th of 2014 at a bookshop
in Bucharest. It was published on the 19th of December on Adevarul.ro, the website of a
Romanian national newspaper, as well as on the Missy Magazine website.

4.

Biographies of the authors
Adriana Radu - Born in Bucharest, 1989. Romanian reproductive rights activist, feminist and
journalist. French and German Literature studies at the University Lumière Lyon 2. Chief editor
of SEX vs The STORK (www.sexulvsbarza.ro), a unique video-online platform for sexual
education. Freelance journalist in Bucharest and Berlin.
Stéfanie Lohaus - Born 1978, in Dinslaken, Germany. Trained journalist, founder, publisher
and editor of Missy Magazine, a queer-feminist magazine based in Berlin. Work as a journalist
freelancer e.g. for Zeit Online, Nido and RBB Kulturradio and as a columnist for the all-female
Blog 10vor8 at faz.net. Studied Applied Cultural Sciences (Angewandte Kulturwissenschaften)
at University of Lüneburg and journalism at Berliner Journalistenschule.
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